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Applicants to Peace Prize Winner Organizations as Winners of those Prizes-James T. Struck BA, BS, AA, MLIS Case Study

Applicants to Peace Prize Winner Organizations can arguably be seen as co-winners of those prizes related to employment discrimination concepts. As employment discrimination is illegal, people like me here in this application letter who applied to work with the Organization for Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) 8/2013 can be seen as winners of those prizes. The legal implications of applicants being co-winners are clearly controversial. Should co-winners have some share of the prizes? As prize competition is an industry, prize applicants have a right to request compensation for being applicants to organizations that win particularly when people like me apply to organizations like the Nobel Peace Prize where winning is related to contributions to fraternity among nations, reduction in standing armies, and peace conferences during the year and my other work included ending the state of war with Bulgaria, Ottoman Empire, Austria Hungary, North Korea, right of solidiers to sit, Unilateral Peace Congresses and peace with disabled persons who lose rights in many areas under guardianships.

On Wednesday, August 28, 2013 6:29 PM, James Struck <accelinflation@yahoo.com> wrote:

Cook County Judges Maureen E. Connors, Patrick Quinn, Guardians Nathan Goldensen, Dan Belko, Cynthia Farenga, Sadeta Kalamperovic, Charles Golbert, Robert Harris, NU, RU, Weiss Hospital, Northbrook Police coerce and force harmful Haldol, ECT shock therapy and other chemicals on people associated with deaths of people. Chemical weapons are used on a widespread scale against people who are different, the National Socialists in fact gave U.S. use of shots without consent as their reason for the Holocaust. U.S. banks too are invested in by Dutch and other interests. Overdraft money sadly can be associated with funding of chemical weapons distribution by chemical weapon suppliers. Chase took money in Europe then Chase was associated through some Rockefellers with chemical interests giving harmful treatment at Auschwitz. The list of chemical weapons suppliers to Iraq involved many nations; the actual suppliers of chemicals used in Syria probably includes many nations too not Syria. Let's try to give rights to people with disabilities to NOT get chemicals without consent before more harmful U.S. weapon use in other countries. Philip Shenon's 12/21/2002 "THREATS AND RESPONSES: SUPPLIERS; Declaration Lists Companies That Sold Chemicals to Iraq" New York Times lists 31 foreign suppliers, 2 U.S. Suppliers of chemicals to Iraq. Syria's problem is too many chemicals everywhere NOT their eye doctor leader.
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I am the inventor of 4 New Religions- Learn From Many Religions , Thinking About God, Opposed to God Flooding the Earth and Opposed to God Burning the Earth, Little Spirit Religion recognizing some evidence for spirits, ghosts, supernatural in history. I could teach or research in the Divinity School or other departments as I have many contributions to many fields.
As I have 2 votes for co-president meeting Amendment 12 requirements highest not exceeding 3 as Barack did not get 2/3's or 3/4's, my job applications meet with political discrimination meeting requirements for Shakman compensation.

Seeking a research or library position with your museum. I am author of 3 published songs, 7 symphonies, inventor of Backophone, Struckophone, Strakalaitisophone 3 new musical instruments related to patent application 11224731

I have 30 years experience in libraries (circulation to Reference Librarian) from U of Chicago, IIT, Roosevelt University, Northwestern Galter, Lincoln Park Zoo, Field Museum, Adler Planetarium. I am author of many library related publications seen at http://jamestimothystruck.page4.me. I am also discoverer of a new animal species "Solar System Earth Animal" as solar system feeds Earth like embryonic animal.

I am discoverer of 9 new chemical elements, new forces Collected Particle Force and Force That Increases with distance, new matter/Universes more opposite and between antimatter, new numbers like disappearing, oscillating, temporary numbers, conditions language to show where language works, new first languages like Baby, Babbling, Crying, Sign, Symbol, new religions like Learn from many Religions, Think about God, Opposed to God Flooding world, disproofs of Riemann, Poincare, Beal Conjectures, Math period separating one expression from another,Number Ivy math discipline, many comic strips like Turtle from M57, Astronomical Trilobite, UnderUnderHero, many inventions like Earth House, 3 new musical instruments from patent application 11224731, cars into bikes, new atoms like linear, galaxy structured atoms, astropaleodontistry from application 11234078, magnetic Foucault pendulum energy source application 12688837, new symphonies like Symphony for Heaven Voyagers, Symphony for Alien Life, Astronomical Objects Symphony, emancipation Proclamation for people with disabilities to have rights and possible Co-president following Amendment 12 "highest number not exceeding three" with 2 votes for co-president and Constitutional Convention in 1787 talking about co-presidency just as important as electoral college. I have made discoveries such as New Bible Books, 9 new chemical elements, new atomic configurations, new Universes more negative than anti matter and between matter and anti matter and more negative matter, new religious orders/religions "Stellar Imagination Magi," "Learning from Many Religions," "Thinking about God," "Opposed to God Flooding Earth", Struck Force Table comparing forces to when discovered, new numbers imaginary, oscillating, disappearing, new musical instruments Backophone, Struckophone, Strakalaitisophone, new physical forces collected particle and force that increases with distance shown by increased interest in distant objects like quasars, many symphonies written, new cosmologies Element Breakdown/Buildup, Combination Theory of Cosmology, pendulum related to Earth's rotation, Earth House to protect Earth from Asteroids, astropaleodontistry field, House to Transform/Model Ideas, Art to Change Cars into AutomobileBicycles. I have 14 books available worldwide, 3 songs published on Hilltop Records.

75 word Biography James T. Struck discovered 9 elements, collected force and force that

I wrote New Bible Books Genesis to Sirach or Matthew...about 2000 years pass. New Testament to us...about 2000 years pass. I wrote the Gospel of Dismas, Book of Boj, Book of the Prophet James Timothy Thomas, Holy Books by You with that timeline in mind. New Bible books can be written. The discussion that the Bible is divine is challenged by the fact that human people like us can theoretically write new Bible books.

Please consider me for your positions as I have made many discoveries listed in the New Discoveries attachment and have much library, research related experience shown in the resume attachment. After attending 25 universities, colleges, museum, zoo classes, I have completed much training, education, done scholarship. New discovery and resume attachment show that much of my work experience besides 30 years of work in libraries has been making discoveries such as new theory of evolution related to any factor not just reproduction. I discovered new symphonies, inventions like Earth House, Exoneration machine, Backophone, Struckophone, Astropaleodentistry, Magnetic Foucault Pendulum Energy Source, elements, forces, matter, Universes, Astronomical and Geographic Periodic Tables, Cosmologies, Numbers, conditions language, math period, new religions like Learning from Many Religions and Opposed to Gods Flooding the world, new museum related to French human and cultural issues. Also as Amendment 12 says to take persons with highest numbers not exceeding 3, and I got 2 votes for president, I could be seen as US Co-president. This view of me as co-president shows the effect of looking at wording of laws, amendments, constitution. There was no 2/3's or 3/4's majority in election this year, so from the persons with the highest numbers not exceeding three like me with 2 presidential votes, I could be seen as co-President of the US but this position is not budgeted currently. See Amendment 12. "The person having the greatest Number of votes for President, shall be the President, if such number be a majority of the whole number of Electors appointed; and if no person have such majority, then from the persons having the highest numbers not exceeding three on the list of those voted for as President, the House of Representatives shall choose immediately, by ballot, the President." James T. Struck BA, BS, AA, MLIS 773 680-7024 P O Box 61 Evanston IL 60204

I am discoverer of new Cosmology theories like Element Breakdown theory, Combination theory of Cosmology, Collision theory of Cosmology, and new economic theories like economic simplicity economic indicator, economic narrative, Unknown and mystery in economics theory, and contributions to peace like Unilateral Peace Congresses, Symbolic Action, right of soldiers to sit. I invented new economic disciplines like Fantasy Economics discussing fantasy questions like printing enough money to pay off all debts.
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